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Why Do Some Civil Wars Last So Much Longer
Than Others?*
JAMES D. FEARON
Department of Political Science, Stanford University
Five factors are shown to be strongly related to civil war duration. Civil wars emerging from coups or
revolutionstend to be short. Civil wars in EasternEurope and the former Soviet Union have also tended
to be relativelybrief, as have anti-colonial wars. By contrast, 'sons of the soil' wars that typically involve
land conflict between a peripheralethnic minority and state-supportedmigrants of a dominant ethnic
group are on averagequite long-lived. So are conflicts in which a rebel group derives major funding
from contraband such as opium, diamonds, or coca. The article seeks to explain these regularities,
developing a game model focused on the puzzle of what prevents negotiated settlements to longrunning, destructive civil wars for which conflicting military expectations are an implausible explanation. In the model, regional autonomy deals may be unreachablewhen fluctuations in state strength
undermine the government's ability to commit. The commitment problem binds harder when the
center has an enduring political or economic interest in expansion into the periphery,as in 'sons of the
soil' wars, and when either government or rebels are able to earn some income during a conflict despite
the costs of fighting, as in the case of contraband funding.

Questions
At the highwatermarkin 1994, therewere
44 ongoingcivilwarsin almostone-quarter
of the states in the internationalsystem.1
This peak did not, however,representthe
suddenappearanceof civil war as a major
international
politicalproblemwith the end
of the Cold War.The numberof ongoing
civilwarshad been steadily,almostlinearly,
* E-mailaddress:
The authorgratejfearon@stanford.edu.
fully acknowledgesthe financial support of the World
Bank's Post-Conflict Fund and research assistance by
MoonhawkKim and Nikolay Marinov.This articledraws
on datadevelopedandworkin progresswith David Laitin,
whom I thankfor manyhelpfulcommentsanddiscussions.
I also thank Robert Powell and seminaraudiencesat the
Universityof Michigan,UC Berkeley,and HarvardUniversityfor helpfulcomments.The data used in this article
can be found at http://www.stanford.edu/group/ethnic/.
I See the data in Fearon& Laitin (2003). The criteria
defining 'civilwar' for this study are discussedbelow and
in that article.

increasingfrom 1945 up to 1991 (see Figure
1). The collapse of the Soviet Union was
associated with an upsurge of civil wars in
the early 1990s, but it was an upsurge from
an alreadyhigh level.
What accounts for this steady upward
trend?Have violent civil conflicts broken out
and ended at higher and higher rates over
time? Or is the rate of onset significantly
higher than the rate of settlement, leading to
an accumulation of unresolved wars? As
noted in Fearon & Laitin (2003), civil wars
have been breaking out in this period at a
rate of about 2.3 per year, and ending at a
rate of about 1.85 per year. Another way to
put this is that the averageduration of civil
wars in progresshas been steadily increasing
throughout the postwar period, reaching
almost 16 yearsin 1999 (see Figure 1). These
observations suggest that the prevalence of
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Figure1. Numberand Durationof Civil Warsin Progress
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civil war as an internationalblight is due in
major part to the difficulty of ending such
conflicts.
Why are so many civil warsso difficult to
end? A naturalplace to look for an answeris
variation in the duration of civil wars,which
is remarkablylarge. According to the data
considered below, a quarterof the 128 civil
wars starting since 1945 lasted two years or
less, and a quarterof all civil warshave lasted
at least 12 years.Thirteen warsin the sample
are coded as having lasted at least 20 years.
To understandwhy some (and so many)
civil wars dragon, it makes sense to compare
these in a systematicfashion to civil warsthat
end more quickly. This article representsa
first-cut effort at such a comparison.
Perhapsthe question has a simple answer:
Civil wars last a long time when neitherside

1970

1980

1990

2000

can disarm the other,causinga militarystalemate. Theyare relativelyquickwhenconditions
favor a decisivevictory.
Though this answer verges on tautology,
it is a productive tautology in that it
provokes some interesting theoretical and
empirical questions. First, what exactly are
the conditions that favora militarystalemate
in a civil war, or conversely,a quick military
victory?Second, if conditions favora decisive
victory by one side, why is a war fought at
all? Why does the disadvantagedside not
even contest the issue?Third, if conditions
favora stalemate,then would not the parties
have a strong incentive to cut a deal
(Zartman, 1989), tending to neutralizethe
effect of military conditions on the duration
of the war?So why should civil war duration
not be independent of the military and
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political conditions that bear on the likelihood that one side can disarm the other?
In pursuing answersto these questions, I
work back and forth between empirical
evidence and theoretical arguments. The
second section introduces the dataset used
and considers some questions about how
civil war duration should be defined and
coded.
In the third section, I identify five classes
of civil wars that have tended to end either
more quickly or more slowly than most
others.2I find that: (1) Civil wars arisingout
of coup attemptsand popular revolutionsare
usually quite brief. (2) Anti-colonial wars
have also been relativelybrief. Cases of what
I will call peripheralinsurgencies- civil wars
involving rural guerrilla bands typically
operating near the state's borders - have,
with a few interesting exceptions, been
remarkablydifficult to end. (3) One interesting class of exceptions are the wars arising
out the breakups of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia,which have been relativelyshortlived. (4) Among peripheral insurgencies,
cases involving 'sons of the soil' dynamics land or naturalresource conflicts between a
peripheral ethnic minority and state-supported migrantsof a dominant ethnic group
- are on averagequite long-lived. (5) So, it
appears, are conflicts in which the rebel
group has access to funds from contraband
such as opium, diamonds, or coca. The third
section closes with a demonstration that
standard candidates for predicting civil war
duration (ethnic diversity, per capita
income, level of democracy,and 'ethnic' vs.
'ideological' war) have little or no independent power once we control for the above
factors.
In the fourth section, I propose theoretical arguments to try to make sense of these
diverse empirical regularities. I argue that
2 These categoriesare not
mutuallyexclusive- some civil
warsin the datasethave more than one of the five attributes.

WHY SOME CIVIL WARS LAST LONGER

coups and popular revolutions favor
decisive victories because they tend to be
initiated at the center in the hope of triggering a tipping process, whose outcome is
a lottery. Potential coup leaders cannot
negotiate deals in preference to the coup
lottery because the offer to do so would
lower their odds to practicallynil, eliminating their bargaining power (and possibly
their lives).
Peripheral insurgencies, by contrast, are
military contests where the main aims are to
render the other side unable to fight or to
impose costs that motivate the other side to
negotiate a favorablesettlement. An imbalance of military capabilitiesought to predict
a higher chance of a decisive victory; but
conceptualizing and measuring the 'balance'
between guerrillasand a state, independent
of the outcome, is quite difficult. In the fifth
section, I develop a game model that does
not resolve this question, but does elaborate
an answer to the question above about the
prospects for negotiated settlements. In the
model, under some circumstancesmutually
beneficial regional autonomy agreementsare
rendered impossible by the rebels' expectation that the governmentwill renegeon the
deal when it regains strength. The results
explain how it is possible to have a longrunning, costly civil war for which it is
implausible to argue that the main obstacle
to a settlement is over-optimistic military
expectationson both sides (cf. Blainey,1973;
Wagner,2000).
In addition, the results yield hypotheses
about factors that make negotiated settlements harder to construct that help explain
some of the empirical patterns described in
the third section. The model suggests that
pressure at the center for pro-migration
policies makes sons-of-the-soil wars harder
to settle by making it clearer to both sides
that the government will be under strong
pressureto renegeon any regionalautonomy
arrangementsin the future.
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the question of what 'civil war duration'
means.
One way to approachthe question'What
The civil war list analyzedbelow has 128
explainsvariationin the durationof civil cases occurringbetween 1945 and 1999 that
wars?'would be to pose hypothesesabout
the following primary criteria.5(1)
affectcivilwar satisfyinvolved
factorsthatmightconceivably
fighting between agentsof (or
duration(e.g. ethnic heterogeneity,ethnic They
claimantsto) a stateand organized,non-state
versusideologicalwar, per capitaincome);
who sought either to take control of
next compile a list of civil wars and their groups
a government,take power in a region,or use
durations;and then use durationanalysisto violence to
government policies. (2)
see if the hypothesizedfactorscorrelatewith The conflictchange
killed at least 1,000 people over
durationas expected.
its course, with a yearly averageof at least
Casualinspectionof typicallists of civil 100.
(3) At least 100 were killed on both
wars shows that they form an extremely sides
(including civilians attackedby rebels).
heterogeneouslot, however.The 128 con- The last condition is intended to rule out
flicts that meet the criteriafor civil war massacres where there is no
organized or
discussedbelowinclude,for example,1789- effective
opposition.
style social revolutions (e.g. Iran 1978,
they differ slightly in their
Though
Nicaragua1979); bloody coups and the details, these criteria are similar to those
violentshufflingof juntas(Argentina1955,
employed by most other researcherswho
Iraq1959); big classicalcivil warsin which havecompiled civil war lists (Singer& Small,
well-definedandwell-armedadverrelatively
1994; IISS, 2000; Licklider, 1995; Sivard,
sariesvie for controlof a recognizedcentral
1996; Doyle & Sambanis,2000; Esty et al.,
stateapparatus(China 1945, Angola 1975,
1998; Gleditsch et al., 2002; Valentino,
Afghanistan1978); many secessionistwars, 2002).6 Note, however, that by themselves
some big and destructive(Nigeria1967 or these standard criteria are
inadequate for
Ethiopia1974), othershighlypersistentbut identifying the start and end dates of a civil
so smallas to vergeon banditry(Northeast
war,which is what we need in orderto study
India 1952, some cases in Burma);some determinantsof duration.
'ethnic'wars(SriLanka1983), some 'ideoNaively, we would like to say that a civil
logical'civil wars (El Salvador1979), and war begins when the killing begins and ends
some anti-colonial wars (France/Algeriawhen the
killing ends. For most cases, start
1954).3
and end years are readily coded using this
Ratherthanjust startthrowingindepenrule. But problemsarisefor others. If
dentvariablesat sucha diverselist, I decided simple
the killing stops and then restartsafter a
to proceedinductively,sortingthe casesby
of time, how long does the periodhave
durationandlookingforstrikingpatterns.In period
to be to say that the firstsequencerepresented
the next section,I reportthe resultsof this a
completed 'civil war'? How low does the
inductive effort.4The remainderof this amount
of killinghave to fall to saythe war is

Data on Civil War Duration

sectionintroducesthe datasetand discusses

3The list of conflictsmaybe accessed,alongwith the replication data, at http://www.stanford.edu/group/ethnic/.
4 In retrospect,I shouldhave randomlyset asideone-third
the results
or one-halfof the casesto use to 'cross-validate'
of the effort to induce patterns in the cases kept for
examination.By providing the possibility of an out-ofsample test, cross-validationprovidesa more principled
way of doing induction.

5 The list used for this article is based on that used for
Fearon& Laitin (2003) and employs the same criteria;a
few cases have been droppedor added accordingto the
resultsof additionalresearch.
6 One significantdifferenceis that whereasmost othersdo
not code anti-colonialwars such as Francein Algeriaor
Portugalin Angolaat all, we code them as civilwarsunder
the jurisdictionof the metropole.See the discussionbelow.
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over?If the killing begins very graduallyand
sporadically,exactlywhen does the war 'start'?
Inspectionof variouscivil war lists (including the list used here)suggeststhat researchers
have handled these questions inconsistently,
even if they sometimes specify an arbitrary
period like two or five years.The problem is
that for a greatmany conflicts,we lackannual
figuresfor numberskilled,so that in a caselike
the Muslim insurgency in the southern
Philippines,it is quite difficultto saywhether
two or even five yearsmay have passedin the
1980s during which killing remainedat very
low levels. Given this lack, it seems that the
standardcivil war lists often relyimplicitlyon
the presenceof a formal peace agreementor
truce to indicate the end year of many conflicts. That is, a formal agreement or truce
followed by a significantreduction in killing
that lasts for some period of time (two or five
years)is considereda war end.
This is a defensible rule, since surely a
peace agreementthat resultsin a majorreduction in killing for a sufficientlength of time is
enough for most people to say that a civil war
has ended. But it leavesopen the question of
what to do about cases like the southern
Philippines or the very long-running rebellions in northeastIndia. In these, periods of
severalyears may pass with little killing, but
no peace treaty or official ceasefire.Beyond
the problem of lacking data, there is a conceptual question:has a civil war ended if one
or both sides take a breather to recoup
strength,preparingfor new campaigns?Most
would probablysay that it depends on how
strong is the intention to renewviolence and
how long the breatheris intended to last. So
for at least some cases, the question of
deciding when and whether a civil war has
ended will be eternallycontestable.
Similarproblems arisein deciding on the
start date of a civil war. Did the Somali civil
war begin in 1981, when armed bands of
Isaaqs started small-scale operations against
Siad Barre'sregime and Isaaq collaborators,

WHY SOME CIVIL WARS LAST LONGER

or in 1988 when Barrerazed the Isaaqtown
of Hargeisa (killing thousands), or in 1991
when Barre's government collapsed and
anarchic interclan warfare took over? Here
the question is not spells of 'peace',but what
to consider a continuous sequence of events
that belong to one war. My inclination is to
separatethis into two wars, one against the
Barreregime and the second among allies in
the firstwar for the control of Mogadishu. In
this regard, the case parallels Afghanistan,
where most lists code two distinct wars, the
first beginning in 1978 against the Sovietsupported government in Kabul and the
second in 1991 among the victorious allies
for control of Kabul.The additionalcriterion
is: (4) If one of the main parties in the
conflict was defeated or otherwise dropped
out, we code a new war start if the fighting
continues (e.g. Somalia gets a new civil war
after Siad Barreis defeated in 1991).
In the end, any parsimonious rule will
generatesome start-and end-datecodingsthat
are debatable.Probablythe best course is to
flag problematiccodings and check to see if
results are robust to changing them. In
additionto (4) above,the rulesfor coding start
and end that I have triedto follow for this case
list are: (5) The start year is the first year in
which 100 people were killed or in which a
violent event occurredthat was followed by a
sequence of actions that came to satisfy the
primarycriteria.(6) War ends are coded by
observationof eithera militaryvictory,wholesale demobilization,or truce or peace agreement followed by at least two yearsof peace.7
7 Three additionalcriteriaare needed for two other issues
that arisein a few cases:(7) Involvementby foreigntroops
does not disqualifya caseas a civilwarfor us, providedthat
the other criteriaare satisfied.(8) We code multiple wars
within a countrywhen distinct rebelgroupswith distinct
objectivesare fighting a coherentcentralstate on distinct
frontswith little or no explicitcoordination.(9) If a state
seeksto incorporateand governterritorythat is not a recognized state, we considerit a 'civilwar'only if the fighting
continues after the state begins to govern the territory
(thus, Indonesia/EastTimor 1975, yes, India/Hyderabad
1947, no).
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Empirical Patterns
Using these coding criteria, the simple
median and mean civil war durationsare 5.5
and 8.8 years,respectively.But these are misleading numbers, since so many cases in the
sample are ongoing wars (25). Dropping
them before computing the mean and
median would not be a good solution,
because the six longest wars in the whole
period are coded as ongoing. A better
approachis to fit a Weibulldistributionto the
data (including the censored observations
and without covariates),and then use the estimated parametersto produce estimates of
median and mean duration.This yields estimates of 7.1 and 11.1 years for median and
mean civil war duration,respectively.The top
left graph in Figure 2 shows the proportion
of civil wars ongoing by year (using the nonparametricKaplan-Meierestimate).8

volume41 / number3 / may2004
Yemen Arab Republic 1948). Severalother
brief civil conflicts refer to popular revolutions involving mass uprisings and demonstrations in the capital city in support of
efforts to unseat a dictatorial regime (Cuba
1958, Iran 1978, and Nicaragua 1978).
So let us define a coup-relatedcivil war as
a civil war between groups that aim to take
control of a state, and that are led by individuals who were recently members of the
state's central government, including the
armed forces. Likewise, define for our
purposes a popular revolutionas a civil war
that, at its outset, involved mass demonstrations in the capital city in favor of
deposing the regime in power.9
A rough coding by these criteriayields 22
cases that are either coup-related (19) or
popular revolutions (3). The median war
duration for these casesis just 2.1 years,with
the mean at 3 years. By contrast, estimated
median and mean duration for the noncoup-relatedand non-revolutionarywars are
9.0 and 12.9, respectively.These are substantively large differences, as further illustrated in Figure 2, which plots the survival
curves for coup/revolution cases versus the
others.There is a markeddifferencein lethality, as well. Among completed wars, the
median number killed in coup-related and
revolutionarycivil wars is 4,000, compared
to 29,000 for the rest.

Coupsand Popular RevolutionsMake
for Short Civil Wars
A number of the civil warsconsist of violence
during or aftercoup attemptsor popularrevolutions in capital cities. For example, five of
the less-than-one-year cases refer to the
bloody aftermathsor onsets of coups in Latin
America during the early Cold War
(Argentina 1955, Costa Rica 1948, Bolivia
1952, Dominican Republic 1965, and
Paraguay 1947). There are similar cases
outside Latin America (e.g. Iraq 1959,
Post-1991 Civil Warsin EasternEurope
TendedToBe Brief
8 Some technical points: (a) The log of the cumulative
When the civil wars in our list are sortedby
(empirical) hazard function is almost perfectly linear in the
region, the Eastern European cases, all but
log of duration, which suggests that the Weibull is approfour of which follow and are relatedto the
priate. (b) Even so, note that the non-parametric
Kaplan-Meier estimates of median duration (which can be
fall of communism, stand out for being
read from
in
2) tend to be a bit shorter than
graphs Figure
the Weibull-based estimates. (c) The Weibull distribution
fitted to the data without covariates indicates that civil wars
become slightly less likely to end with each passing year.
This reverses when we control for explanatory factors,
below. (d) I also used a simulation-based approach to
estimate means and medians from the Weibull models
below (Tomz, Wittenberg & King, 1999), but the results
are nearly identical, so for ease of replication I report the
estimates based on the maximum-likelihood parameters.

9 Note that the definitiondoes not
pick out all civil wars
whose originsarein some way relatedto a coupd'etat.For
instance,the El Salvadoranwarin 1979 is codedas beginning with a right-wingcoup that mobilizesthegovernment
againstinsurgentsand vice-versa,but this is not a 'coup'
case by this definitionbecauseit does not havethe leaders
of the fighting partieson both sides as membersof the
government.
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Proportion of Civil Wars Ongoing, by Year
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relatively brief. This is confirmed by the
relevant survival plot in Figure 2 and by
Table I, which shows Weibull-based estimates for civil war duration by region. The
average duration of the 13 Soviet, postSoviet, and Eastern European cases was
shorter than the median duration for any
other region. The difference proves statistically significant in a multivariatemodel, as
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shown below. This cannot be said for any
other region except possiblyAsia, where civil
wars seem to last somewhat longer on
average(more on which below).
Anti-Colonial WarsTendedToBe
RelativelyBrief
Wars against the formal colonial empires,
such as that in French Algeria or the Mau
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TableI. EstimatedMedianand Mean CivilWarDurationby Region
Region
EasternEurope
North Africa/MiddleEast
WesternEurope+ US/Canada/Japan*
LatinAmerica
Sub-Saharan
Africa
Asia

Median

Mean

N

2.3
4.7
6.0
6.9
9.1
12.2

3.2
6.7
8.5
9.8
13.1
17.5

13
17
15
15
34
34

* 13 anti-colonialwars+ NorthernIreland
(1969-99) and Greece(1945-49).

Mau rebellion in Kenya, clearly satisfy the
definition of civil war used above, which as
noted is quite standard.Nonetheless, lists of
civil wars exclude such cases, mark them off
from civil wars proper, or assign them to
(say) 'Algeria' rather than France, even
though Algeria was a department of France
in the 1950s.10
Perhapsthe rationaleis that a civil war is
a war between parties within a single state,
and the colonial regimes were not proper
states. We know this because the colonial
territorieswere separatedfrom the metropoles by water,and these were warsof 'national
liberation'that succeeded in setting up independent countries.
But this is an ex post assessmentof what
is a proper state. We cannot make the definition of 'civilwar'depend on whethersecession is successfulor on territorialcontiguity.
If Chechnya succeeds in gaining independence from the Russian Federation, should
we change our coding so that the fighting in
Chechnya in the 1990s is no longer a civil
war but an anti-colonial war, or a war of
national liberation, or some other category
distinct from civil war?Was the war over East
Pakistanin 1971 not a civil war becausepre1971 Pakistanwas not reallya 'state'for lack
of territorialcontiguity?
10
Exclude:Licklider(1995), Esty et al. (1998), Doyle &
Sambanis(2000). Markoff: Singer& Small (1994). Treat
as if independentstates:Sivard(1996), Collier& Hoeffler
(2004), Gurr(1996).

Certainly, the anti-colonial wars in the
1950s and 1960s aredistinctin manyrespects
from the other casesin our list. But they meet
commonly appliedcriteriafor civil war-hood
and may contain useful information. For
example, their averageduration was shorter
than that for other cases. The median and
mean durationsof the 13 anti-colonialwarsin
the sample are4.7 and 7.3 years,respectively,
as comparedto 7.6 and 11.7 for the restof the
cases (estimated). Figure 2 shows the difference in the survivalcurves.
Perhapsthe duration of the anti-colonial
wars was limited by the great distances at
which the colonial powers had to fight, for
two reasons. First, it is materiallycostly to
carry a war effort far across the ocean.
Second, the widely sharednorm holding that
a proper state is territorially contiguous
might cut against a government'sefforts to
gain domestic and internationalsupport for
such a war. If these reasonshelp explain the
relative brevity of the anti-colonial wars,
then we should find similar resultsfor other
civil wars involving non-contiguous territories in the sample. I coded a variable
marking whether the rebel group operated
primarily on land separated from the land
mass of the capital city by at least 200 kilometers of water or by internationalboundaries (e.g. East Pakistan).There are 9 such
cases (5 involving Indonesia) in addition to
the 13 colonial cases.Together,they show no
propensity to have shorter durations.

James D. Fearon

The threeclassesconsideredso far- coupEasternEuropean,and
related/revolutionary,
anti-colonial- distinguishcivil warsthat have
been relativelyshort.We should also ask if the
longestcivil warsin the data have any striking
features in common that differentiatethem
from the restof the cases.
'Sonsof the Soil' Dynamics May Make
for Longer Civil Wars
Civil wars in Asia have lasted longer on
averagethan those in any other region. Quite
a few of these displaya similardynamic. The
state is dominated and often named for a
majority ethnic group whose members face
population pressure in their traditional
farming areas.As a result,many migrateinto
less populous and less developed peripheral
regions of the country, often with the
support of state development projects. The
peripheral regions are inhabited by ethnic
minorities - the 'sons of the soil' (Weiner,
1978) - who sometimes take up arms and
support insurgencies against the migrants
and the state backing them.11 In a variant,
the sons of the soil are less concerned with
in-migration by the ethnic majority than
with the state'smonopoly exploitationof fuel
or mineralresourcesin their traditionalareas.
The sons-of-the-soil mechanism can be
observed in the rebellions by Chakma
peoples in the Chittagong Hills of
Bangladesh (22 years); Nagas and other
'tribal'peoples in northeast India (48 years
to 2000); the Muslim Moros in the southern
Philippines (33 years);Tamils in the north
and east of Sri Lanka (17 years to 2000);
some of the many peripheralethnic minorities in Burma that have fought on and off
against the Burman-dominated state for at
least 50 years;Uighurs in Xinjiang province
in China (9 years to 2000); Sindhis against
MohajirsaroundKarachiin Pakistan(9 years
to 2000); Bougainvilleans in Papua New
I1 For a more detailed discussion of this pattern, see Fearon
& Laitin (2000).
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Guinea (10 years, perhaps continuing); and
both Achenese (two episodes, the most
recent ongoing) and the West Papuans
against the Javanese-dominated state in
Indonesia (35 years to 2000). Sons-of-thesoil cases appearmuch less common outside
Asia, although they are observed for the
southerners in Sudan (17 years to 2000),
rebelsin southern Chad (1994 to 1998) and
Ethiopia (8 years to 2000), Tuaregsin Mali
(just 6 years most recently), and Abkhazisin
Georgia (just 3 years).
I have produced a rough-and-ready
coding of sons-of-the-soil cases according to
the following criteria:the civil war involves
an insurgent band fighting on behalf of an
ethnic minority on the periphery of a state
dominated by another ethnic group; against
the state's military or paramilitary formations, and/or members of the majority
group who have settled as farmers in the
minority group's declared home area; and
involves either land conflict with migrants
from the dominant group or conflict over
profits and control of fuel or mineral
resourcesin the minority'shome area.12
My researchto date suggests that 21 cases
meet these criteria, 12 of which are in Asia.
The estimated median and mean durations
for these sons-of-the-soil cases are 23.2 and
33.7 years, respectively,as compared to 5.8
and 8.5 for the rest of the civil wars. These
are large differences!13
ValuableContrabandMay Makefor
Longer Civil Wars
A second factor that may systematicallydifferentiatelonger-runningcivil wars is the use
by rebel groups of finances from contraband
12 Note that an anti-colonial war is
only a sons-of-the-soil
war if the metropole sent substantial numbers of settlers to
expropriate and farm land in the colony, as in Kenya and
Zimbabwe.
13 The difference between the
non-parametric estimates of
median duration for 'SoS' and other wars is similarly
dramatic: 5 versus 22 years, with 95% confidence intervals
of [4,7] and [8, oo], respectively.
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such as cocaine, precious gems, or opium.
For rebels to sustain a long-running war, it
helps to have a dependablesource of finance
and weapons. Contraband is not the only
possible source- support from foreign states
or ethnic diasporasis another. But where it
can be exploited, it is no surprisethat it can
enable longer civil wars.
Contraband has clearly played a role in
severalof the longest-runningcivil warssince
1945, such as Colombia (cocaine;37 yearsto
2000 as coded here), Angola (diamonds;25
years to 2000), Burma (opium; off and on
for many years,especiallyin Shan state), and
Sierra Leone (diamonds; 9 years to 2000).
Reviewing secondary literature on the 128
cases for evidence of major reliance by the
rebels on income from production or trafficking in contraband,I coded 17 such cases.
The estimated median and mean civil war
durations for these 17 cases are 28.1 and
48.2, respectively,as compared to 6.0 and
8.8 for the rest.These high numbersresultin
part because 10 of the 17 are coded as
ongoing, and thus are right-censored.14

duration is estimated to change when the
factor is present. For example, the average
duration of a civil war in Eastern Europe is
three times shorter,and that of a 'sons of the
soil' case more than three times longer,than
a case with none of the five attributes.
Since the variableswere selected with an
eye to their apparentrelationshipto civil war
duration, it is not surprising that the
coefficient estimates are both substantively
large and 'statisticallysignificant' (excepting
non-contiguity). Nonetheless, the multivariate analysis helps us to assess the relative
strength of the five bivariate relationships
reportedabove, to check whether the effects
factors are independent, and to check
whether the five factorsexplain the apparent
impact of more commonly used variables
such as ethnic fractionalization.
Table III gives predicted median and
mean war durations for a conflict that has
just one of each of these five factors.16The
largestestimated impacts are associatedwith
coup/revolution, Eastern European, and
sons-of-the-soil cases, each of which
decreases(or increases,for sons of the soil)
A Multivariate Analysisand Some Other
the expected duration by a factor of more
'Usual Suspects'
than three. Contrabandcases follow, by this
Table II (Model 1) displays a multivariate metric, with mean durationsabout 2.6 times
Weibull analysisusing the five variablesdis- longer. Finally, the mean duration of noncussed above.'5The reportedcoefficientsare contiguous/anti-colonialcasesis estimatedas
the multiple by which the expected war about 68% as long as the modal case, though
this estimate is not quite significantat the p
14This evidence should be viewed as tentative, since it is
= .10 level.'7 Note also, from Table II, that
obviously hard to estimate the extent of a rebel group's
after
reliance on contraband for revenues. For instance, I do not
accounting for these factors, the
include the IRA in Northern Ireland or the LTTE in Sri
baseline hazard rate is slightly increasing,
Lanka, although in each case drug trafficking is sometimes
which means that afterconditioning on these
mentioned as a source of rebel finance. It
be that the

may
business synergies between rebel groups and drug traffickers are so strong that any rebel group that can avoid
destruction long enough will eventually move into this
area.
15 The results
using the Cox proportional hazards
approach, which does not assume a particular form for the
baseline hazard rate, are close to identical (when compared
to the appropriate parameterization of the Weibull model).
The estimated coefficients move very slightly towards 1 for
all variables. The disadvantage of the Cox method for my
purposes is that it does not allow estimates of mean and
median duration for different sorts of cases.

16

Note that some cases have none of the five attributes
(47), some caseshave just one (68), some havetwo (12),
and one has three.The most common overlapis between
non-contiguityand sons-of-the-soilwith six cases coded
for both; four casesarecoded as both sons-of-the-soiland
contraband-financed.
17 The coefficientestimatefor a variablemarkingonly the
anti-colonialwars is almost identical, althoughthe estimatedstandarderroris slightlylarger(p = .15 insteadof
p = .11 for non-contiguity).

Table II.

Determinants of Civil War Duration, 1945-99

Model
(1)
Coup/revolution
Eastern Europe
Not contiguous
Sons of the soil
Contraband

0.320**
(5.36)
0.330**
(4.21)
0.684
(1.62)
3.102**
(3.86)
2.562**
(2.76)

Ethnic fractionalization ([0,1])

(2)
0.346**
(4.87)
0.322**
(4.34)
0.591*
(2.03)
3.150**
(3.94)
2.568**
(2.80)
1.546
(1.36)

(3)
0.335**
(5.08)
0.375**
(3.32)
0.709
(1.49)
3.016**
(3.81)
2.618**
(2.86)

(4)
0.312**
(5.20)
0.335**
(4.13)
0.705
(1.41)
3.125**
(3.89)
2.571**
(2.77)

(5)

0.349*

(4.66)
0.313**
(4.35)
0.644

(1.81)
2.988**
(3.69)
2.709**
(2.89)

0.914

GDP/capita (lagged, in 1000s)

(1.34)
0.977
(0.37)

log(Population) (lagged)

1.126

'Ethnic war' (1,2,3)

(1.15)
Democracy (-10 to 10, lagged)
log(Deaths/year)
p
se(p)
N
N(ended)

1.21
.09
128
103

1.22
.08
128
103

1.22
.08
124
99

1.21
.09
128
103

1.21
.08
127
103

Weibullregressionwith durationin yearsas the dependentvariable.Coefficientsin the tablereportthe estimatedmultiplicativeeffectof a on
on meanwarduration;e.g. .32 meansthat a one-unitchangeis associatedwith a reductionin meanwardurationby a factorof aboutthree
performedusingStata7.0. *p < .05; **p< .01.
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Multivariate Median and Mean Duration Estimates (in Years)

Attribute
Coup/revolution
Eastern Europe
Not contiguous
Sons of the soil
Contraband finances
Cases that have none
of these attributes

Median

interval
95% confidence

Mean

interval
95% confidence

2.5
2.5
5.3
23.9
19.8
7.7

[1.6, 3.8]
[1.5, 4.3]
[3.3, 8.4]
[13.3, 43]
[10, 39.1]
[6, 9.9]

3.1
3.2
6.7
30.4
25.1
9.8

[2.1, 4.8]
[1.9, 5.5]
[4.2, 10.7]
[16.9, 54.7]
[12.7, 49.8]
[7.7, 12.5]

Estimatesarefor a casewith only the attributelistedand no others.

five factors, wars are increasingly likely to
end with each passingyear.
Before trying to explain these findings
theoretically, it makes sense to check
additional covariatesthat might be relatedto
civil war duration, and whether they disturb
or undermine the results.Given that there is
little prior theory in this area, it is not
immediately clear what these covariates
should be. Still, we can 'round up the usual
suspects'.
Ethnic Heterogeneity Mainly using data
from the Correlatesof War (CoW) civil wars
list, some authorshave looked for a relationship between ethnic fractionalization and
civil war duration, most often on the
hypothesis that the relationship should be
positive. Collier, Hoeffler & Soderbom
(2004) and Elbadawi & Sambanis (2000)
found a non-monotonic relationship in the
CoW civil war data (from 1960 on), with
countries at intermediate levels of ethnic
diversity having longer civil wars. BalchLindsay& Enterline(1999) find no relationship, though they use a different measureof
ethnic fractionalization.
In these data, a bivariateWeibull or Cox
regressionof duration on ethnic fractionalization shows that ethnic diversityis marginally related to longer civil wars in the full
sample, though much more stronglyso if the
(relatively short) anti-colonial wars are

dropped. For the full sample, the estimate
implies that a civil war in a countrywith the
median level of diversityshould be expected
to last on averageabout 47% longer than one
in a country at the tenth percentile.Adding
the square of ethnic fractionalizationshows
no sign of non-monotonicity.'8
As shown in TableII (Model 2), aftercontrolling for the five factorsintroducedabove,
the effect estimate for ethnic fractionalization is even more tenuous. Its coefficient is
not significant (p = .18), and correspondsto
a substantive effect of a 29% increase in
expected duration when moving from the
10th to the 50th percentileon fractionalization (other variablesset to zero). Dropping
the 'not contiguous'variable- which mainly
marks the relatively short-duration anticolonial wars which occurred in highly
heterogeneous'states'- weakensthe estimate
for ethnic diversityconsiderablymore. If we
drop the anti-colonialcasesfrom the sample,
the estimate for ethnic fractionalizationis
about the same as shown in Model 2. Adding
18 For the anti-colonialwars, I estimate the ethnic fractionalizationfor the whole empire in the year the war
starts,usingdataon ethnicdiversityfor the formercolonies
at the time of independence.See Fearon& Laitin(2003)
refersto
for details. In all cases, 'ethnic fractionalization'
the often-employedmeasurebased on the 1960 Soviet
ethnographicatlas. This gives the probabilitythat two
randomlyselectedindividualsarefrom differentethnolinguisticgroups.Resultsarethe same if I use the alternative
measuresof ethnic diversitydiscussedin Fearon& Laitin
(2003).
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the square of fractionalizationagain reveals
no sign of an inverted 'U'.
Why is there a bivariate correlation
between ethnic diversity and war duration,
but none apparent in the multivariate
analysis?The main 'culprit'is the coup/revolution indicator,which is negativelycorrelated
with ethnic fractionalization.Dropping this
from the model restores substantive and
statisticalsignificanceto ethnic diversityas a
predictorof long civil wars. In other words,
long-lastingperipheralinsurgenciesare more
common in ethnically diverse countries,
whereas more homogeneous countries,
especiallyin Latin America, have been more
likely to have the brief civil wars that emerge
from coups or revolutions.This may be the
pathway,or mechanism,by which ethnic fractionalizationassociateswith longer civil wars.
Per Capita Income A bivariateWeibull or
Cox regressionshows per capita income (in
the year prior to the war'sstart) to be negatively associated with civil war duration,
though the estimate is statisticallyinsignificant. Plotting durationagainstincome reveals
an outlier, the 31-year conflict in the richest
country in the sample (Britain'sNorthern
Irish 'Troubles').This case just barelymakes
the 100 deaths-per-yearaveragerequiredhere
for inclusion as a 'civil war', and dropping it
yields a much strongerbivariaterelationship.
The estimated coefficient now implies that
going from the 10th percentile on income
(403 1985 dollars) to the 90th ($3,458)
reduces expected duration by more than a
half, from 14.3 to 7.0 years.19
19 The main source for the income data is Penn World
Tablesversion 5.6. Where possible, these were extended
forwardand backwardsusing growth rate estimatesfrom
the WorldBank,or estimatedusinga country-specifictime
trend and informationon per capitaenergyconsumption
from CoW. Income estimatesfor the 13 colonialempires
in the sampleareconstructedusing the income and population estimates for the former colonies that composed
them at the time of independence.This makesfor some
upwardbias in the income estimatesfor the empires.For
details,see Fearon& Laitin(2003).

WHY SOME CIVIL WARS LAST LONGER

As seen in Table II (Model 3), per capita
income ceasesto matterstatisticallywhen we
control for the other factors.20The bivariate
impact of income has been 'picked up' in
part by contraband and sons-of-the-soil
dynamics, which are more common in poor
countries, but mainly by the EasternEurope
dummy, which marks countries that are all
in the top third of the sample'sincome distribution. Possibly, then, higher income helps
'explain'why the EasternEuropeancases are
relativelyshort. Low income may make for
longer wars by favoring contraband financing and sons-of-the-soil rebellions.
Country Population Largercountries tend
to have somewhat longer civil wars. Using
the estimate from a bivariateWeibull regression, a move from the 10th to the 90th percentile on population associates with a
change from 8.6 to 14.6 years in expected
duration. As seen in Table II (Model 4),
however, the log of country population
ceases to matter substantivelyor statistically
when we control for the factors discussed
above. Largerstates, it turns out, have been
more prone to sons-of-the-soil dynamics,
and have tended not to have coup or revolutionarywars and the short durationsassociated with them.
Ethnic and Secessionist Wars Many
researchers draw distinctions between
'ethnic' and non-ethnic or 'ideological' civil
wars, with some arguingthat ethnic wars are
harder to resolve (Kaufmann, 1996; Licklider, 1995; Sambanis, 2001). Testing the
hypothesis requiresthat we code ethnic civil
wars as distinct from other civil wars, a more
problematictask than it firstappears.For any
given rule, there are ambiguous or hard-tocode cases (e.g. the wars in Guatemala,
Mozambique, and SierraLeone). Nevertheless, designatingas 'ethnic'conflicts in which
20 The British
outlier has been dropped in this model.
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the fightingwas in the name of or carriedout
primarily by groups organized along ethnic
lines, I createda variablethat takes a value of
1 for non-ethnic cases, 2 for cases that are
mixed or ambiguous,and 3 for 'ethnic'cases.
These form, respectively, 28% (36), 17%
(21), and 55% (70) of the sample.
In a bivariateWeibull regression,'ethnic
wars' have lasted somewhat longer on
average.Going from 1 to 3 on the variable
associates with about a 60% increase in
expectedduration,although the coefficientis
not significantlydifferentfrom zero (p = .12).
The effect diminishes much more when we
control for the other factors,as seen in Table
II (Model 5). In this case, the factor most
responsiblefor 'killing'the bivariaterelationship between ethnic wars and longer
duration is sons-of-the-soil dynamics. All
sons-of-the-soil wars are 'ethnic', but not all
ethnic wars have sons-of-the-soil dynamics.
It appears that the presence of these
dynamics ratherthan ethnic organizationof
the combatantsis the betterpredictorof long
civil war duration.21
A related hypothesis holds that wars of
secession are more intractablethan civil wars
in which the parties aim at capturing the
center of the state. To assess this, I coded a
variablethat equals 1 for civil wars in which
the partiesaim at capturing the center, 3 for
civil wars where one of the parties fights for
secession or greater autonomy, and 2 for
cases that are ambiguous or involved both
aims at different times. I find that outside
EasternEurope and controlling for the anticolonial/non-contiguous cases, secessionist
and autonomy-seeking wars have lasted
significantly longer on average than other
cases. This relationshipevaporates,however,
when we control for either coups (which
associatewith aiming at the center) and the
sons-of-the-soil dynamics (which occur
21The results do not change when I drop the anti-colonial
wars from the sample, which are coded as here as 'ethnic'.
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exclusively in secessionist/autonomy-related
wars but are a better predictor of long
duration).
Democracy Some argue that political
democracy should reduce the likelihood of
civil war because democracies enable
aggrievedgroupsto work for redressthrough
institutional means.22The argument might
further imply that if a democracydoes have
a civil war, it should be easier to resolve
(Balch-Lindsay& Enterline, 1999). Democratic institutions might facilitatebargaining
and credible commitments to an agreement.
On the other hand, a selection effect might
work in the opposite direction. It might be
that if a democracy gets a civil war, it
probablyfaces an obduraterebel group, militating against the finding of a bivariate
relation between quick settlement and
democracy.
As seen in Table II (Model 6), in these
data a measureof democracyin the yearprior
to the start year of the conflict bears no
systematic relationship with civil war
duration, in either a bivariateor a multivariate analysis.23
Costs (Lethality) One might initially
expect more costly civil wars to end more
quickly,and indeed the log of averagedeaths
per year is strongly associated with shorter
durationin a bivariateWeibull or Cox regression. Expected duration drops from 15.1 to
8.2 years as one moves from the 10th percentile (500 dead per year) to the 90th
(39,000 per year). However, as shown in
Table II (Model 7), the effect disappears
22 Fearon & Laitin (2003) find no
support for this
common claim in analysis of the determinants of civil war
onsets and magnitudes (after controlling for per capita
income).
23 The measure is the difference between the Polity IV
democracy and autocracy scores, which makes a scale from
-10 to 10. 'Interregnums' and 'transitional periods' are
treated as suggested by the Polity coders, and civil wars in
the colonial empires have been dropped from the sample.
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when we control for the other factors.In this
case, the culprit is almost entirely sons-ofthe-soil rebellions,which are usually of very
low intensity. So one reason that these cases
tend to last a long time may be that they
involve relativelyfew combatants, pose relatively little threatto the center,and thus stay
fairly small. They are difficult to eliminate
entirely,and becausethey tend to be so small,
not worth the cost of doing so.

Explaining the Empirical Patterns
Simply observing that civil wars in Eastern
Europehave tended to be brief, or that sonsof-soil dynamics associate with longer civil
wars, is not an explanation.In this section, I
return to the theoretical questions posed in
the introduction, developing answers that
show how the diverse empirical patterns
described above may be explained by
common theoreticalprinciples.
Both coups and peripheral insurgencies
(i.e. ruralguerrillawarfare)are strategiesfor
using violence to take power.The leaders of
would-be coups and popular revolutions
hope that a rapidstrikeor public protestwill
initiate a tipping process that produces
wholesale defections within the regime
(especially the military) or mass demonstrations in the capital that have the same
effect. This technology, a tipping process, is
basically all or nothing.24 Either the coup
leaderssucceed or they are crushedwhen the
hoped-for tip fails to develop. This is why
civil wars that originate in coups or popular
revolutionstend to be quite brief.
The strategy of violence in peripheral
insurgencies is radically different. Rebel
leadersrarelyexpect to win quickly by means
24 'It was a win-big,
lose-big gamble for [SenatorJuan
Ponce]Enrileand company,and it looks like they lost big',
said a Filipinopoliticalcommentatorspeakingon Enrile's
involvement in mass demonstrationsagainst President
GloriaArroyothat failedto bring the militaryto the side
of Enrile and jailed former PresidentEstrada (Lander,
2001). Enrilehas now been arrested.
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of a tipping process that causes the government to collapse. Instead, peripheral insurgencies are wars,proper,in the sense that the
parties hope to prevailin one of two general
ways: either by gaining a position of military
dominance that allows the imposition of
terms, or by using violence to inflict costs
that will induce the other side to negotiate a
favorablesettlement.25The longer duration
of insurgenciesversus coups and revolutions
is thus a function of rebel strategy.
Though promising, this argument does
not explain why the participants in these
violent and risky events cannot do better by
negotiating a deal with the government,
whether in preference to a coup attempt or
a peripheralinsurgency.Nor does it explain
why some peripheral insurgencies last
longer than others. The two questions are
related. If bargaining is possible, then it is
not clear how or why the relative military
capabilities of rebels and the government
would affect the duration of peripheral
insurgencies. Roughly equal capabilities (a
'hurting stalemate') should incline the
parties towards a deal. Unequal capabilities
should lead to a quick loss or to concessions
by the weaker side. Put differently, if we
have no explanation for why the parties are
fighting at all (ratherthan settling), it is not
clear how we can 'explain'variation in war
duration.
From a rationalist perspective, there are
basicallytwo approachesto explaining what
preventsan implicit or explicit deal in preference to a coup attempt or an insurgency.
Either some party has private information
about the value of the deal (or the military
alternative to it) but cannot reveal this
credibly, or some party cannot credibly
25This is not exactlyright since, as I show below in the
model, one can havea situationwhereboth the rebelsand
the governmentfight despite having zero expectationof
militaryvictoryor a negotiatedsettlementand despitethe
presenceof deals both sides would preferto the hopeless
war.
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commit to stick by any deal that both would
preferto a fight.26
The literatureon coups d'etat often notes
that rulerspay militarieswith an eye to forestalling coup attempts, thus recognizing the
incentives for coup-avoiding deals. But this
same literature,so far as I know, does not ask
what explains failuresof this or other coupavoiding strategies.27 By contrast, the
dramatic and extended violence of many
insurgencies has provoked efforts at explanation, often in rationalistterms. Indeed, a
common informal story views insurgencies
as wars of attrition driven by private information. Governmentand rebelsuse violence
as a costly signal of resolve or capability,
which is privatelyknown by each side in the
contest. The combatants fight rather than
settle in order to crediblyrevealthat they are
more determinedor strongerthan the enemy
realizes,and so must be given better terms.
The war of attrition is expected to end when
the true balance of resolve or capabilitiesis
publicly revealed.28
This story about insurgencies is supported by much anecdotal evidence and
seems intuitively plausible, at least regarding
the early phases of such conflicts.29 One
might also propose a private-informationbased explanation for why coups occur. For
example, perhaps the possibility of ex ante
bargaining is undermined by coup plotters'
inability to credibly reveal private infor26These possibilitiesarenot

mutuallyexclusive.See Fearon
(1995) for a generaldiscussion.
27 For example,Galetovic& Sanhueza's(2000) model of
coupsd'&tatdoes not allowthe autocratto payoff the coup
plotterand does not raisethe issue of efficiency.
28Blainey(1973) is associatedwith this view in the literature on interstatewars,althoughhe saw the sourceof disagreementsabout odds as irrationalityratherthan private
information.Attempts at more rationalistversionshave
been advancedby Goemans(2000) and Wagner(2000).
29Forexample,Hamasexplainedits strategyin December
2001 as follows:'The enemywill not recognizeourpeople's
right in his land unless forced to. The suicide operations
come as part of the war of attritionwaged by our people
and in responseto the killing of childrenand the assassination of leaders'(MacFarquhar,
2001).
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mation about the likelihood of a 'tip'?
Nonetheless, while I do not discount this
mechanism, a private-information-based
story runs into significant obstaclesfor both
coups and insurgencies.
For peripheral insurgencies, it strains
credulity to imagine that the partiesto a war
that has been going on for many years, and
that looks very much the same from year to
year, can hold any significant private information about their capabilities or resolve.
Rather, after a few years of war, fighterson
both sides of an insurgencytypicallydevelop
accurate understandingsof the other side's
capabilities, tactics, and resolve. Certainly,
both sides in Sri Lanka(for instance)fight on
in the hopethat by luck and effort they will
prevail militarily. But it is hard to imagine
that they do so because they have some
privateinformation that makes it reasonable
for them to be more optimistic about the
odds than the other side is. In the absenceof
significantprivateinformation,why can they
not cut a deal on the basis of a more-or-less
common understandingof the terms of the
military stalemate?
Below, I present a game-theoretic
argument that can explain the inefficient
occurrence of both coup attempts and
peripheralinsurgenciesas a result of a commitment problem. The main idea is that a
temporaryshock to government capabilities
or legitimacy gives coup plotters or rebels a
window of opportunity. During such
moments, the ruler might want to commit
to paying the junior officers more, or giving
more autonomy to a region, but such commitments are rendered incredible by the
knowledge that the shock is temporary.
The model shows how a commitment
problem could prevent an insurgencyfrom
being ended in any way except by a military
defeat. This is so despite the ability of the
parties to bargainover the extent of regional
autonomy by a regional leadership/rebels
and the absenceof privateinformationabout
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militarycapabilitiesor resolve.In the model's
equilibrium, both government and rebels
may fight on, year afteryear,with but a slim
hope that luck and effort will put them in a
position to impose terms militarily, and
despite the presence of bargains that both
sides would prefer to the situation of
constant war. The problem is that bargains
are unenforceabledue to fluctuations in the
government'scapabilities.30
Regarding the duration of peripheral
insurgencies,the model suggests hypotheses
about the circumstancesin which it is easier
or harderto construct a stable settlement.

WHY

SOME

CIVIL

WARS

LAST

LONGER

1, 2, 3, .... We will speak of two kinds of
periods,war periodsduringwhich the parties
are fighting, and peace periodswhen they are
not. The extensive forms for the two-stage
games are illustratedin Figure 3.
A peace period begins with Nature
choosing whether the government is in a
strong or weak position with respect to
potential rebels. This could refer to the
government's (and the country's) economic
health, or to weakness related to a coup or
political in-fighting at the center, for
example. Weakness results from some kind
of economic or political shock to government capabilities,such as a sharp economic
downturn, the cessation of foreign military
Secessionist War as a Commitment
or development aid, or a political collapse at
Problem
the center (e.g. the collapse of a communist
To save space, I describe the extensive form regime or the death of a dictator). The
for the model applied to peripheral insur- government startsa peace period strong with
gencies where the goal is secession or greater probability 1 - E and is weak with probaregional autonomy. Minor modifications of bility E E (0, 1).
the extensive form and payoffs make it a
In either event, after Nature's move the
model of the coup problem or a rebellion government chooses how to sharecontrol of
aimed at the center; these are mentioned in a region of the country between itself and
footnotes.
regional political elites (who are also the
potential rebels).The government chooses a
The GameForm
share c, E [0, 1] that indicates how much
Two players,a central government G and a control of regional tax revenues and other
rebel group (or the leadership of the rebel political matters that it retains for itself. For
group) R, interactin successiveperiods t = 0, instance, c, = 1 means that the center assumes
full control; c, = .5 indicatesan agreementon
30 The model is related to that of
Acemoglu & Robinson
(2001), who try to explain democracy as commitment
regionalautonomy that sharescontrol 50-50
strategy by elites. It can also be viewed as a stochastic-game
between the center and regional powers.
version of Fearon (1994, 1998), who showed how civil
If the government is in a strong position,
wars could begin when a minority group anticipates a shift
in military power towards the state, which would make
then following the government'schoice of c,,
promises by the center to construct and maintain regional
the game simply proceedsto the next period,
autonomy or other measures incredible. Walter (1997)
which is again a peace period. However, if
argues that the central obstacle to ending civil wars by
negotiation is that mutual disarmament by government
the government has suffered some political
and rebel forces is a Prisoners' Dilemma in which neither
or economic shock and is in a weak position,
can tolerate any risk of being 'suckered'. Although it is not
clear why thorough-going disarmament is a necessary conthen the rebels have the opportunity to
dition for ending a civil war (why not an agreement where
initiate a civil war. If they choose not to start
the rebels keep their guns but agree not to use them?), there
a fight, the game moves to the next period,
are many cases where such provisions were included in
peace settlements and did pose major obstacles to
which is again a peace period. If the rebels
implementation. See also Fearon (1995: 404-409) and
choose to begin a war, a war period follows.
Powell (2003), who formulates and analyzes the underlying
strategic mechanism in these papers in more general terms.
At the startof a war period,Nature decides
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Figure3. Rebellionor Peacein a Center-RegionBargainingGame
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whether the fighting results in the rebels
achieving a position of military dominance,
which has probabilitya E [0, 1]; the government gains militarydominance, with proba[0, 1]; or neither does, with
bility P3
probabilityy E [0, 1] (a + P + y = 1). If the
rebelsachievemilitarydominancein a period,
I assumethat this means that they can set up
a de facto autonomous region and the game
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to war period

Not fight

(kG, kR)
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ends. If the government achieves military
dominance, the game continues, but the next
periodis a peaceperiod.If a stalemateobtains,
then the governmentand the rebelschoose in
sequence whether to continue their fight. If
the governmentstops fighting,then the rebels
can set up a de facto autonomousregionand
the game ends. If the rebelsstop fighting,the
game continues with the next period as a
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peace period. If both continue fighting, the
next period is a war period.31
Preferences
Assume that each side prefers more control
of the region to less, and for convenience
suppose that these payoffsarelinearin c, the
government's share of control in a peace
period t. Thus, in a peace period payoffs are
c, for the government and 1 - c, for the
rebels/regionalleadershipif the government
chooses c,. During a war period, let the
government'spayoff be kGand the rebel'skR.
These incorporate whatever benefits each
side can obtain from the region while
fighting (such as war taxationimposed by the
rebels or plunder by government forces)
minus the costs they incur from the war
effort. I allow for the possibility that kG> 0,
which means that the governmentprefersthe
net benefits it can obtain while fighting to
letting the region go entirely. Likewise, I
allow that kRcan be greaterthan zero, which
means that the rebel leaders can do better
day-to-day during war than they could if
they were shut out of regionalcontrol (c = 1)
during peace. However, I assume that kG +
kR< 1, which ensures that there are always
regionalautonomy deals c E [0, 1] such that
both sides preferthese to continued fighting.
If the rebelswin, they can set up a de facto
autonomousregionand the game ends. In this
event, the rebels receive their value for full
control, 1, in everysubsequentperiod,so their
continuationpayoffis 8/(1 - 8). 8 E (0, 1) is
the common discountfactorappliedto all perperiodpayoffs.The government,on the other
hand, gets 0 in every subsequentperiod for
losing the region,so its payoffhere is just 0.32
To summarize the model, a government
31In the 'coup'variant,the R is a groupof putchistswho
can chooseto strikeif the governmentis weak.In this case,
eitherthe 'tip'occursand the rebelsassumecontrolof the
governmentin the nextperiodwith probabilitya, orit fails
and they arekilledor jailedwith probability3, wherea +
p = 1. The losing side in a coup attemptexits the game,
and new potentialputchistsenter in the next period.
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periodically suffers random shocks to its
capabilities, at which times dissatisfied
regional actors have the opportunity to
initiate an insurgency.If they start an insurgency, the war continues until one side quits
or one side prevails militarily. When the
government is strong, it chooses how much
to share control of the region with regional
elites. We could easily add an option for the
governmentto make offerson the division of
powersduringwar periods, but as we will see
below this is unnecessary, since the whole
question for the rebels is whether any such
deal would be observedonce the government
is in a strong position again.
Equilibrium Results
So much for the specification of the game.
What happens?33
Proposition1: When conditions (1) and (2)
below hold, the following strategiescall these the Fight Equilibrium- form
a subgame perfect equilibrium in the
game: In all peace periods, the government does not share any power in the
region (i.e. chooses c, = 1), and the
rebels always choose to fight if the
governmentis weak. In all war periods,
both government and rebels always
choose to keep fighting.
The conditions are:
kG>-058/(1 -(1-0)8)

kR -a8(1 - 8)

(1)

(2)

In this equilibrium, the regionalelites (or
would-be elites) expect to be shut out of
control in the region by the government. In
consequence, provided their costs during a
fight are not too high relativeto the expected
32 Payoffsare defined naturallyfor the coup variant;the
only new outcome is a failed coup, which yields a 'death'
or 'jail'payofffor the loser,say-K. Also, c, should now be
interpretedas rentsdistributedto the militaryby the ruler.
33Proofsfor the propositionsare in the Appendix.
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benefits of autonomy (condition 2), they
want to try their luck at war whenever they
have the chance. And if the rebelswill fight
whenever they have the chance, it makes
sense for the government to monopolize
control of regional benefits when they can,
by setting c, to 1. This in turn justifies the
regionalelite'sstrategyof alwaysrebelling,so
confirming the equilibrium. The condition
on kG ensures that the government cares
enough about the benefits from controlling
the province relativeto the costs of fighting
that it is willing to fight ratherthan just cede
autonomy (as with much decolonization or
the breakupof the Soviet Union).
In the Fight Equilibrium, the expected
duration of a civil war once it startsis 1/(a +
p3).Note that this can be very long when
neither side has the capabilitiesto provide a
good chance of a decisive militaryvictory (ac
+ p close to zero). Note also that if the rebels
can arrogateenough tax and political authority in the region duringa war that they do
better than they would as non-rebelswithout
a war (kR> 0), then the FightEquilibriumcan
be sustained even if they expect zero chance
of prevailingmilitarily(a = 0). Unfortunately,
it is also possible to sustain the Fight Equilibrium when the government has zero
chance of winning outright, providedthat kG
> 0. As shown below in Proposition3, in this
depressingcase the partiescan be locked in a
completely unwinnable war despite the
presence of mutually preferable deals on
sharingcontrol of the region.
2: The Fight Equilibriumis ineffiProposition
cient - there is alwaysa set of possible
deals C C [0, 1] on regionalautonomy
such thatboth sideswould preferto have
any c •EC chosen by the governmentin
everyperiodoverthe FightEquilibrium.
Even if rebel and government military
leaderscan 'make out like bandits' in a civil
war (kRand kG greater than zero), the fact
that the conflict is destructive of life,
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property,and economic activity implies that
they could do even better with an appropriately distributed settlement.34
Proposition 3 establishes, however, that
under certain conditions it is impossibleto
construct a peaceful subgame perfect equilibrium that attains such a distribution.35
3: Supposethat conditions(1) and
Proposition
(2) above hold. Let V, be the government's value for the Fight Equilibrium
starting from a period in which it is
strong, and V,' be the rebels'value for
the Fight Equilibriumstartingfrom a
periodin which the governmentis weak.
Then when 8V, + V, > 1/(1 - 8), there
does not exist a subgame perfectequilibrium in which peace prevailson the
equilibriumpath. When this inequality
does not hold, there exist subgame
perfect equilibriain which government
and regionsharepowerin the regionand
do not fight on the equilibriumpath.
The problem is credible commitment.
When the governmentis weak, it would like
to commit to a regional autonomy deal in
preferenceto a long civil war. Regionalelites
anticipate, however, that once the government has regainedits strength,nothing stops
it from overturning or undermining the
arrangements.When the governmentexpects
that it can maintain its position for sufficiently long when its capabilitiesare strong
(i.e. E is small enough relative to 8), the
distant future threatof more rebellionby the
region is not sufficientto keep it to a bargain.
Before presenting comparative statics
34 In fact, a stronger version of Proposition 2 is true: Any
equilibrium of the game in which fighting occurs with
positive probability is inefficient, since both players could
be made better off by replacing a 'fight' period with a peace
period in which all the gains of regional control are divided
up.
35An earlier version of this article had a slightly less general
result for Proposition 3. I am grateful to Robert Powell for
pointing out how it could be improved. See Powell (2003)
for an analysis of the underlying logic as it applies in several
political settings.
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results, I give a final proposition that
concerns cases where the two conditions
necessaryto sustain a Fight Equilibrium (1
and 2 above) do not both obtain. To recall,
condition (2) says that the rebels prefer to
fight on in the hope of military victory (or
wartime tax and other benefits)if the government is expected always to oppress (set =
ct
1). Condition (1) implies that the government prefersto fight in hopes of reimposing
its rule ratherthan just ceding autonomy. If
(1) is not satisfied, then the government's
incentive to let the region go is greater,as is
the rebels'incentive simply to live with zero
regionalcontrol if (2) is not satisfied.Proposition 4 provides sufficient conditions for
these to be unique equilibriumoutcomes.
Proposition4: (a) If (1) holds and kR< -8(ao +
/3)/(1 - 8), then the game's unique
subgame perfect equilbrium has the
governmentchoosing ct= 1 and to fight
if given the choice, while the rebels
choose not to fight wheneverthey can.
Thus, on the equilibrium path, the
governmentassumesfull control of the
region, and this is not contested by
rebelswhen the governmentweakens.
(b) If (2) holds and kG< ,8I(1 - 8), then
the game'suniquesubgameperfectequilibriumhas the rebelsfightingwhenever
they can, the governmentchoosing c, =
1 wheneverit can, and the government
ceding autonomy whenever it has this
choice. Thus, on the equilibriumpath,
the government assumes full control
until it facesa shock, in which period it
allowsfull autonomy.
ComparativeStatics Results
Changes in the model'sparameterscan affect
the likely durationof a conflict in two ways:
directly,by affectingthe probabilityof stalemate during fighting (y), or indirectly, by
affectingthe differencebetweenthe minimum
deals that each side is willing to live with in
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preferenceto the Fight Equilibrium.Strictly
speaking, in the model this difference bears
only on the probabilitythat civil war occurs,
not on its duration. For a given set of parameters, either there are stable regional
autonomy deals or not, and, if not, expected
wardurationis just 1/(1 - y). It may be reasonable to assume,however,that the smallerthe
differencebetweeneachside'sminimum for an
enforceablepeace deal, the more likely that
random, unanticipatedshocks to parameters
thatoccurin the courseof a conflictwill render
a deal feasible('openup a bargainingspace').I
makethis assumptionin interpretingthe comparativestaticsof the model.36
Benefits Obtained and CostsIncurred
During a Civil War
Increasing the benefits that government or
rebelleaderscan obtain duringa civil war (kG
and kR) lowers the likelihood that a stable
regional autonomy agreement can be
reached.37 Increasing the government's
benefits for unopposed control of the region,
or the rebels'benefits for full autonomy, has
the same effect (formally,this is equivalentto
increasingkGor kR).
The logic behind this conclusionis notthat
the parties have less incentive to agreewhen
they are doing relativelywell in war. In this
model, the partiesalwayshave an incentive to
agree since they could alwaysdo better with
some autonomy-sharingarrangement.Rather,
the logic is that when (say)the rebelsdo better
day-to-dayin a civil war (due to contraband
or outside support,for instance),they need to
be given more in a regionalautonomy deal to
be willing to accept it. But the more the
government has to give away, the more
36 See Fearon(2003) for mathematicaldetailson the com-

parativestaticsresults.
37That is, increasingkGor kRshrinksthe set of enforceable autonomy agreementsas given by Proposition3, so
that the ex ante probability ofa stable deal decreases on the
argument that this is what would occur if all other parameters were drawn from probability distributions before
the start of the game.
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tempted it will be to renegewhen it is again
in a strongposition, which makesit harderto
constructa crediblenegotiatedsettlement.
This resultmay help explainwhy sons-ofthe-soil and contraband-financed
insurgencies
areso intractable.When the stateis controlled
by a majorityethnic group whose members
include largenumbersof impoverished,landpoor farmers, the government has an
enduringinterestin favoringmigrationto less
populatedperipheralareas.Even if the center
has incentivesto cut regionalautonomy deals
to reduce costly fighting with minority guerrillas, both sides know that the center will
soon face strong political pressuresto renege
on behalf of migrants.Likewise,if significant
naturalresourceor contrabandrentsareavailable in the region, this increases kG or kR
(whoevercontrolsthem), thus makinga negotiated settlementmore difficult to construct.
This result may also inform the finding
that anti-colonialwars were somewhat brief.
Note firstthat Britainand Francelet the large
majorityof theircoloniesgo without any fight
at all. And not for lack of militarycapability
and prospects - the British successfully
crushedthe Mau Mau insurgencyin Kenyain
the spaceof a few years,and in only a few cases
did the Britishor Frenchface armedcolonial
insurrections.In the termsof the model, most
decolonizationcorrespondsto the second case
describedin Proposition4, where an exogenous shock (the end of World War II and the
change in great-power leadership to states
opposed to colonialism)confrontedmetropoles that simply were not willing to bearmany
costs to keep their empires (kG was significantly negative).The main exceptionsarejust
those cases where the metropole had strong
economic or domestic political benefits (due
to lobbying by settlers)for keeping control,
namely FrenchAlgeria and Angola, Guinea
Bissau,and Mozambiquefor Portugal.38
38 On the economic importance of the 'ultramar'to
Salazar'sPortugal,see Cann (1997).
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Military Capabilities
Empiricalstudies of both civil and interstate
war duration often look for an effect of
'relativecapabilities',usually on the hypothesis that balanced capabilities should imply
longer duration.39The mere setup of the
model shows that it is too simplistic to think
in terms of a one-dimensional 'balance of
capabilities' when asking about war
duration. Military capabilities influence the
odds of one side winning decisively (al/f)
and the probability of stalemate (y). For
example, 'relativecapabilities'in the sense of
a/fl might be the same for (a) coup plotters
vs. a government and (b) ruralguerrillasvs.
a government, but the odds of stalemateare
radicallydifferent (y = 0 in (a), y close to 1
in (b)). It is not the balance of capabilities
that directly affects duration here, but their
nature (y). To complicate matters further,
the 'balance of capabilities'could influence
duration by affecting the ability to construct
a regional autonomy deal.
In the model, making the military technology less decisive without changing
relativecapabilities(i.e. increasingy holding
a/fl constant) directly increasesaveragewar
duration by making an outright military
victory less likely in any given period.
However, making the military technology
less decisive also influences prospects for a
regional autonomy deal. Unfortunately,the
exact nature of the influence depends on
specific parameter values. For instance, if
both rebels and government find fighting
39Bennett & Stam (1996) found that balancednational
capabilitieswere powerfullyassociatedwith longer interstatewars.The hypothesisis difficultto applyto civilwars,
sinceit is meaninglesswithouta common metricby which
to comparecapabilities.How to assesswhethera state's
militarycapabilitiesare 'balanced'with those of a bandof
guerrillas,exceptby lookingat the resultsthatwe want to
predict?Balch-Lindsay& Enterline(1999) find thatthirdparty interventionson both sides in a civil war associate
with longer duration in the CoW civil war dataset,
althoughwithouta commonmetricwe cannotsaywhether
theseinterventionsmade the 'balanceof capabilities'more
balancedor less balanced.
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quite costly (kGand kRboth less than 0), then
making military conflict less decisive makes
them more able to cut a stable autonomy
deal. By contrast,when either or both - but
especiallythe rebels- preferfighting to being
completely shut out of regional control (kG
> 0 or kR > 0), then it is possible for less
decisivemilitarytechnology to actuallymake
it harder to reach a negotiated settlement.
The intuition is that when the day-to-day
benefits of fighting are relativelygood, more
stalemate-prone technologies improve the
rebel group'spayoff for fighting versusbeing
'shut out'. This implies that the government
must give up more in a peaceful settlement,
which in turn makes the government'scommitment problem harderto solve.40
Regardingrelativecapabilities,it is roughly
correct to say that, in this model, improvements in the rebels'ability to win decisively
work againstnegotiated settlements,whereas
increasesin governmentstrengthtend to favor
them. The typicallogic is that increasesin a,
the rebel'sper period probabilityof decisive
victory, directly increase the minimum the
rebelshave to be (credibly)offeredin a period
when the government is weak in order to
preferpeace.Eventhough increasinga lowers
the government'svalue for war and so tends
to make it more receptiveto compromise,this
effect is 'discounted'when the governmentis
strong (and deciding whether to stick to a
peace deal) by the improbability of its
becoming weak againsoon.41
More specifically, it is possible to show
that if we increase the rebels' capability to
win decisively (i.e. increase a holding P/
constant, letting y decrease), this always
decreasesthe probability that a negotiated
settlement can be constructed. Similarly,if
we increase the rebels' relative odds of
decisive victory without changing 'decisive40See Fearon(2003) for the formalcondition.
41 Quite possibly the reverseresult would obtain if we
assumedthat randomshocksinfluencethe capabilitiesof a
regionalpoliticalauthorityset up by an autonomydeal.
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ness' (increase a/lp holding y constant), the
prospectsfor a stable regionalautonomy deal
drop. However, the effect of increasing the
government's chance at decisive victory at
the expense of the probability of stalemate
depends in a complicated way on the value
of other parameters.
The results argue against there being any
very definite relationship between 'relative
capabilities' and the expected duration of
civil wars.They do suggest that an advantage
in, or positive shocks to, rebel capabilities
will tend to reduce the odds of a negotiated
settlement.

Conclusion
The resultsand argumentsof the last section
help explainfour of the five principalempirical findings from the first part of the article.
Wars originatingas coups or popular revolutions have tended to be short because this
'technology'for takingstatepowerturnson the
successor failureof a rapid tipping processhoped-for defections within the security
apparatus.Peripheralinsurgencies,by contrast,
succeedor fail eitherby militaryvictory or by
gaininga favorablenegotiatedsettlement.42
Civil wars since 1945 have lasted significantly longer when they have involved land
or natural resource conflicts between statesupported migrants from a dominant ethnic
group and the ethnicallydistinct 'sons of the
soil' who inhabit the region in question.They
also last longer when the rebelshave accessto
financefrom contrabandgoods like opium or
cocaine. The model's results showed that a
stable regional autonomy deal is harder to
constructwhen the political center'sstakesin
the region are greater,as when land is wanted
for migration of members of the ethnic
42

Alternatively,as shown by an interestingcase in the
model, they may 'succeed'by providing the rebels and
governmentagents an income and other benefitsthat are
betterthan what they could get undera peacedeal, due to
commitment problems that destabilizemutually advantageoussettlements.
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minority or the region has valuable natural
resources.Similarly,a negotiatedsettlementis
more problematicwhen the rebel force can
extractmore from a region during the course
of a war, say by 'taxation'or drug trafficking.
Both factors make deals harder to reach by
requiring that one side get more to prefer
peace to war, which implies that suspicions
about renegingare more justified.
Finally, anti-colonial wars tended to be
few relative to the numbers of colonies and
somewhat shorter than average in this
period. In the model, a political center that
faces large costs for fighting relative to the
benefits of holding a territorywill hold on
till faced with an exogenous shock, and then
'let go' without a fight. If the costs are just
low enough to incline it to fight, a negotiated settlementwould be expectedto be relatively easy to reach.
Empirically,the severalcivil wars in postSoviet Eastern Europe have been relatively
short.These casesappearto havebeen shorter
because the rebels in most of them had
support from a strong power against quite
weak and new states, allowing for fairly
decisiverebelvictoriesat an earlystage. In the
model, increasing one side's probability of
decisive victory shortens expected war
duration. However,the thrust of the analytical results on relative military capabilitiesis
that matters are complicated, since imbalanced capabilities tend to reduce prospects
for a negotiated settlement while balanced
capabilities increase them. The empirical
obstacles to testing the impact of relative
capabilities on civil war duration are also
great, since governments and guerrillas
deploy such different capabilities that it is
difficult to know how to measurethe balance.
In addition, the model highlights the
problem of untangling relative capabilities
from the propensity of different capabilities
to produce decisivevictory or stalemate.
The idea that commitment problems are
important obstacles to reaching stable
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regional autonomy deals is advancedhere as
a theoreticalconjecturethat has implications
consistent with the empirical record.43
Future researchmight profitablyinvestigate
whether or how this mechanism matters in
particular cases. Policy analysts concerned
with civil war terminationmight focus more
on strategies of international monitoring
that allow mutually advantageouscommitments to be made. Another simple, general
point that emerges from the analysisis that
the mechanisms driving civil wars differ
markedly.We can gain a lot of empiricaland
theoretical leverage by looking for these
distinct mechanismsbeforewe startrunning
regressions.For example, apart from Weiner
(1978) and Fearon& Laitin (2000), 'sons of
the soils' cases have not been noticed in the
civil conflict literature as having quite
distinct and interesting(if tragic) dynamics.

Appendix
Proof of Proposition1: Call the Fight Equi, ER). Under
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where V; is G's expected payoff going into a
peace period and V,; is G's expected payoff
going into a war period.
Similarly,R's expected payoffs in oEE are
determined by
V-I)=(1 -E)(O+8iV)+E(O+
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The model developedin the fifth section focuses the
1

43
question of credible commitment by the government.
However,governmentsalsoworrythat grantinga regional
autonomydeal may empowerregionalradicalsto demand
even more. So there are potential problemsof credible
commitment on both sides worth exploring more
systematicallyin futurework.
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agreement on a history-dependent sequence
of divisions of control c, E [0, 1] cannot be
1 - y8 + ekG
(7)
Vcp=
supported by the rebels' threatening rever(1 - (1 - E)8)(1 - y8) - @<82
sion to r FEif G deviates from equilibrium
path, then the rebelshave no threat that can
induce the government to choose anything
Vw=_ -kG +
Vand
(8)
1 -y8
1 y
other than c = 1 in each period, which
implies further that o Eis unique.
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take as t = 0 with no loss of generality.For a
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peaceful, subgame perfect equilibrium
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if G is strong in this period, then G has no
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By
optimalityprinciple dynamic pro- incentive to deviateto a different than prect
gramming, r FEis a subgame perfect equilib- scribedby the strategy,and (b) if the governrium if and only if no one-perioddeviationby ment is weak, then the rebels have no
either player after any history improvesthat incentive to choose to fight, given the governplayer's payoff from that period forward. ment's 'offer'.Condition (a) requiresthat
Given that it will not affect R's play under
S 1oo
(T R deviatingto c, < 1 in a peace period only
>- 1 +8V
co+E
(11)
j=l
,cji
lowers Cs payoff. For fighting rather than
cedingautonomyto be optimalin a warperiod where cs is the division chosen by G if the
requiresthat G haveV' > 0, which reducesto government is strong, cj is the division of
condition (1) in Proposition 1. In a peace power chosen in periodj under the proposed
period in which G is weak, for R to preferto equilibrium strategyand the history of play
fight requiresthat VR < VR, which follows to period j, and E is the expectations
from (9), (10), and 8 < 1. For R to preferto operator.The right-hand side is the highest
fightratherthan returnto a peaceperiodgiven payoff G can get by deviatinggiven the reveru9G requiresthat V7 > 0, which reduces to sion to OF in the next period. Similarly,condition (b) requiresthat
condition (2) in Proposition1. QED.
These solve, tediously, to
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Proof of Proposition2: In a peace period, at
least one deal exists that both G and R prefer to the Fight Equilibrium provided that
a
there is
%A
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(0, 31)
/ such that(It \
V' and (I - c*)I(1 - 8) > VR. Such a c* exists
if and only if VG + ViP < 1/(1 - 8). Using
expressions (7) and (10) above, algebra
shows that this inequality holds provided
that kG+ kR< 1, which is assumed.A similar
argumentworks for war periods.
Proof of Proposition3: When conditions (1)
and (2) obtain, au' constitutes an optimal
penal code since it yields minmax payoffs
forever after. So, if an equilibrium path
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The largest possible value of the left-hand
side is attainedwhen cs = 1 and c' = 0, so that
this necessarycondition for a peaceful equilibrium cannot be satisfiedif
1
1-8 <8•

+ V

(14)

If inequality (14) is not satisfied, then a
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peaceful subgameperfect equilibriumcan be
constructed as follows: On the equilibrium
path, have G choose cs in all strong periods
and cw in all weak periods, where these are
chosen to satisfy (11) and (12) above (this is
possible since the left-hand sides of (11) and
(12) are linear in cs and c", which together
with the reverseof (14) implies the claim).
Off the path, G and R play the Fight Equilibrium. Conditions (1) and (2) ensure that
neither player has an incentive to deviate to
'not fight' during a war (off the path). Condition (11) ensures that G does not want to
deviate to choosing 1 in a strong period (a
fortiori G does not want to deviate when G
is weak, VI> VG). Condition (12) ensures
that R is receivingenough on the equilibrium
path that it prefers not to deviate to fight
when G is weak. QED.
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(b) Exactly the same sort of argument
applies here, regarding whether G can
credibly threaten to fight in order to return
to an equilibrium deal when R deviates by
fighting if the government is weak.
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has to be able crediblyto threatento fight at
the next opportunity.This requiresthat R's
payoff for fighting after a deviation by G is
higherthan for not fighting.R can assureitself
at least 0 by not fighting (Rs minmax payoff
when condition(2) fails).Rs payofffor fighting
to 'get backto' an equilibriumpath is at most

7(=kR+OW)/(1-8)+
~

- )+

p8/(1
yS• •
Algebra shows that V172 0 if and only if kR
2 -8(a + 3)/(1 - 8). QED.
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